
THE PITTA INDIVIDUAL 
You have good power of comprehension you are very intelligent and sharp and tend to be good 
orators. Average height average weight with good muscles, and flexible joints, you can even 
sometimes be quite double-jointed. You have a good metabolism and good appetite yet heartburn 
and ulcers plague the stomach. You tend to be heavy sweaters but with good endurance. You have 
thin hair with premature greying or balding. Sensitive eyes, and sensitive to the sun with proneness 
for skin inflammation and acne. Not the greatest fan of heat. You are an average sleeper and average 
dreamer. You are a fan of sports and outdoor activity, quite competitive and very determined. You 
are not the best losers however. Highly intelligent and perceptive, you have sharp minds yet can be 
opinionated and judgemental. You are natural born leaders with good will-power and persuasion, 
however you can be domineering, insensitive and prone to anger. 

SIGNS OF BALANCE 
Discrimination and diligent observation is developed between what is for the best and what they 
desire. The mind develops consideration for all aspects of life. A balanced Pitta may adopt hobbies 
such as gardening, teaching, taking care of animals. You want to serve others and gives freely in 
volunteer projects that elevate the community. Pittas are highly intelligent, competitive, and work 
well in groups, you thrive on creativity or stimulation, and appreciate intelligent, well thought out 
endeavours. 

SIGNS OF IMBALANCE 
Pitta imbalanced individuals will be feeling quite critical of everything and themselves. You have the 
attitude that  things must be done the right way, often meaning your way or the high-way. You 
criticise the way things happen to you or, how others do things, harvesting judgemental feelings. 
There may be sudden bursts of anger or yelling to set the right wrongs of others. Dissatisfaction for a 
an imbalanced Pitta is prevalent and deeply uncomfortable. Conditions of inflammation arise in the 
skin, stomach, or eyes. Yellowish complexion, excessive heat, low grade fever, sleep deprived, acide 

reflux and heart burn, weak digestion, bloating or diareah, and ulcers.  

UNBALANCING CAUSING FACTORS 
Getting angry, heated debates, not finding a resolution, repetitive or redundant interactions, mid-day 
strong sunshine, summer months, feeling burned (wind sun chemicals emotional) fasting repeatedly 
in a month, pungent sour and salty foods, spicy foods and taken when too hot. 

“The seat of consciousness is in the heart”



BALANCING ASANA FOR PITTA  
Your practice of yoga should be a creative sequence of asanas that stimulate you enough to feel 
alert yet not so stimulated as to become hot. Mild perspiration is good, you should feel the stretch in 
the asana but not the burn. In this way you feel warmed but not over stimulated. Heating pranayama 
should be emphasised, but only keeping the heat to the agni region, meaning the abdomen and not 
the chest and head, so caution and observation should be diligent during these practices. 

Harmonising breath during your practice is important but not essential, creating dynamism is 
essential for you, so it maybe you move faster than your deep breathing which is fine, as long as 
your not sweating profusely and breathing intensely. If a burning sensation is felt in muscles you are 
over exerting yourself.  

Because you seek competitiveness within yourself and others,  partner yoga or collective yoga is 
best. You thrive on mental challenges hence the need to make the sequence creative and interesting 
to inspire you. 

HIDDEN LOTUS POSE (Gupta Padmasana) 

SHOULDER STAND (Sarvangasana / Vipareeta Karani Asana) 

EAR PRESSURE POSE (Karna Pidasana / Pashinee Mudra) 

EASY BOW POSE / BOW POSE (Saral Dhanurasana / Dhanurasana) 

FISH POSE (Matshyasana) 

BRIDGE POSE / FULL WHEEL POSE (Kandharasana / Chakrasana) 

Mudra: Nasikagra drishti In order to cease the tendency to play the blame game.  As soon as it arises 
within you. Stop. Breathe. Tell yourself you are inhaling and feeling critical or anxious. Exhale and 
do the same. 
During your meditation practice use the technique of Tratak to begin 

BALANCING HEALING HERBS AND SCENTS  
Jasmine, lavender, rose, sandalwood, lotus seed, passion flower, hibiscus, aloe verra, barberry, 
turmeric, fennel, coriander, cumin and mint. Coconut and Chamomile 

To learn how to put into practice the Asanas and Pranayamas described above that pacify Vata, 
feel free to contact me for a private session where I can give you more guidelines and information 
tailored to your specific needs that you can then continue in your own time and space safely. 
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